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UPGRADE RATING

More gas in the tank = a longer ride

■ Upgrade to OUTPERFORM: In addition to a strong track record of industry
outperformance, we believe that through Carzoos and selected acquisitions,
APE has two engines with which to drive strong, multi-year EPS growth.
Having reviewed both strategies, we conclude that firstly APE's share price
should hold its PE multiple and appreciate in line with earnings growth, and
secondly Carzoos offers potentially significant upside with little downside risk.
Increased conviction in the growth outlook is the main reason we upgrade
our rating from Neutral to Outperform (target price to $13.00 from $11.05).
■ Carzoos: We believe Carzoos is a unique, innovative strategy that could
significantly impact the used car landscape in Australia. It incorporates some
of the best components of the 'disruptive' US business models, as well as
additional APE-designed features and will be rolled out in a shopping centre
(retail) format. While forecast risk is inherently high, the model is low-cost
and requires minimal capital, limiting downside risk. We estimate it could be
worth up to $3.00 and drive material earnings upside over time.
■ Inorganic growth: APE's acquisition strategy is the difference between
double-digit and single-digit % earnings growth in its automotive business.
We discuss this in detail in this note.
■ What are the risks? The main risk to Carzoos is simply failure to resonate
with consumers and hence a disappointing outcome. Increased competition
and under-performing acquisitions are risks for the inorganic growth strategy.
Regulatory change (ASIC review) that could potentially lower F&I margins is
a risk to short-term 'core' organic growth.
■ EPS and valuation: Positive EPS revisions (6-10%) stem from higher
organic growth assumptions (1H guidance) and the Tony Ireland acquisition.
Long-term DCF assumptions increase (acquisitions), as does our EV/EBITrelative multiple. Carzoos is not included in EPS forecasts or valuation.
Financial and valuation metrics
Year
Revenue (A$ mn)
EBITDA (A$ mn)
EBIT (A$ mn)
Net Income (Adj.) (A$ mn)
EPS (Adj.) (Ac)
Change from previous EPS (%)
EPS growth (%)
Consensus EPS (A$)
P/E (x)
Dividends (Ac)
Dividend yield (%)
Price/Book (x)
Net debt/EBITDA (x)

12/15A
3,202
154
141
86
46.05
n.a.
10.7
0.49
25.4
32.00
2.7
3.1
3.7

12/16E
3,834
180
167
106
55.31
5.6
20.1
6.75
21.2
38.81
3.3
2.8
4.2

12/17E
4,323
198
185
116
59.86
8.4
8.2
6.83
19.5
41.54
3.6
2.7
4.0

12/18E
4,582
210
196
124
63.88
9.8
6.7
7.32
18.3
43.71
3.7
2.5
3.7

Source: Company data, Thomson Reuters, Credit Suisse estimates
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Income Statement
Revenue
EBITDA
Depr. & Amort.
EBIT
Associates
Net interest exp.
Other
Profit before tax
Income tax
Profit after tax
Minorities
Preferred dividends
Associates & Other
Normalised NPAT
Unusual item after tax
Net profit (Reported)
Balance Sheet
Cash & equivalents
Inventories
Receivables
Other current assets
Current assets
Property, plant & equip.
Intangibles
Other non-current assets
Non-current assets
Total assets
Payables
Interest bearing debt
Other liabilities
Total liabilities
Net assets
Ordinary equity
Minority interests
Preferred capital
Total shareholder funds
Net Debt
Cash Flow
EBIT
Net Interest
Depr & Amort
Tax Paid
Change in Working capital
Other cash and non-cash items
Operating cash flow
Capex
Capex - expansionary
Capex - Maintenance
Acquisitions & Invest
Asset sale proceeds
Other
Investing cash flow
Dividends paid
Equity raised
Net borrowings
Other financing cash in/(outflows)
Financing cash flow
Total cash flow
Adjustments
Movement in cash/equivalents

12/15A
3,202
154
(13)
141
0
(21)
0
120
(34)
86
(0)
86
0
86
12/15A
38
530
109
43
720
291
161
317
769
1,489
134
614
38
786
703
695
8
703
577
12/15A
141
(20)
13
(40)
7
(17)
85
(19)
0
(19)
4
0
(15)
(54)
11
(12)
0
(56)
14
0
14

12/16E
3,834
180
(13)
167
0
(21)
0
146
(39)
107
(1)
106
0
106
12/16E
34
590
148
43
816
291
159
519
970
1,786
158
784
59
1,001
785
775
9
785
750
12/16E
167
(21)
13
(18)
(15)
0
127
(12)
0
(12)
(202)
0
(214)
(63)
37
110
0
84
(3)
0
(3)

12/17E
4,323
198
(13)
185
0
(25)
0
160
(43)
117
(1)
116
0
116
12/17E
20
652
164
43
879
291
158
552
1,001
1,881
175
816
61
1,052
828
818
11
828
796
12/17E
185
(25)
13
(40)
1
0
134
(12)
0
(12)
(33)
0
(45)
(73)
0
(30)
0
(103)
(14)
0
(14)

12/18E
4,582
210
(13)
196
0
(26)
0
171
(46)
125
(1)
124
0
124
12/18E
18
677
170
43
909
291
156
552
1,000
1,909
181
791
62
1,035
874
861
12
874
773
12/18E
196
(26)
13
(45)
0
0
140
(12)
0
(12)
0
0
(12)
(80)
0
(50)
0
(130)
(2)
0
(2)

Earnings
Equiv. FPO (period avg)
EPS
(mn) (CS adj.) (c)
EPS growth (%)
DPS (c)
Dividend Payout (%)
Free CFPS (c)
Valuation
P/E (CS) (x)
PEG (x)
EV/EBIT (x)
EV/EBITDA (x)
Dividend Yield (%)
FCF Yield (%)
Price to book (x)
Returns
Return on Equity (%)
Profit Margin (%)
Asset Turnover (x)
Equity Multiplier (x)
Return on Assets (%)
Return on Invested Cap.
(%)
Gearing
ND/ND+E (%)
Net Debt to EBITDA (x)
Int Cover (EBITDA) (x)
Int Cover (EBIT) (x)
Capex to Sales (%)
Capex to Depr (%)

12/15A
187
46.1
10.7
32.0
69.5
35.1
12/15A
25.4
2.4
19.7
18.0
2.7
3.0
3.1
12/15A
12.4
2.7
2.1
2.1
5.8
7.9
12/15A
45.1
3.7
7.3
6.6
0.6
168.4

12/16E
192
55.3
20.1
38.8
70.2
59.8
12/16E
21.2
1.1
17.7
16.4
3.3
5.1
2.8
12/16E
13.7
2.8
2.1
2.3
5.9
8.0
12/16E
48.9
4.2
8.7
8.0
0.3
100.0

12/17E
193
59.9
8.2
41.5
69.4
63.0
12/17E
19.5
2.4
16.2
15.1
3.6
5.4
2.7
12/17E
14.2
2.7
2.3
2.3
6.2
8.3
12/17E
49.0
4.0
7.9
7.3
0.3
100.0

12/18E
193
63.9
6.7
43.7
68.4
66.3
12/18E
18.3
2.7
15.2
14.2
3.7
5.7
2.5
12/18E
14.3
2.7
2.4
2.2
6.5
8.7
12/18E
46.9
3.7
8.2
7.7
0.3
100.0
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Investment case
We have upgraded our rating for APE from Neutral to Outperform, premised on the
view that:
(1) Through organic and inorganic growth, APE can generate multi-year double digit
growth in its automotive division – on this basis we believe the stock can hold its PE
multiple and appreciate in line with EPS growth; and
(2) Carzoos (and related used car strategy) offers APE significant potential earnings
upside with no major capital or operational risk – we do not believe this is factored into
current valuation levels and estimate it could be worth ~$3.00 per share.
Putting it another way, our investment case is based on two views that we have previously
held and expect to remain broadly the same and two additional factors that have materially
increased our conviction in the growth outlook.

More of the same…
■ Industry outlook: Motor vehicle industry growth remains solid (current new car sales
growth ~3%) and we expect 2-3% growth on average to be maintained going forward.
Performance varies by state and there are always cyclical factors at play, but generally
new car sales have been tracking population growth and vehicle replacement cycles.
Finance conditions remain positive and vehicle affordability remains high.
■ APE out-performance: APE continues to outperform the industry and generate strong
organic growth – in part because the top 30% of dealers almost always outperform the
average and in part because APE has done particularly well from a range business
optimisation initiatives that have driven margin expansion. We do not envisage either of
those factors changing in the short-term.

… with additional conviction in the growth outlook.
■ Inorganic growth: We have undertaken a recap of APE's acquisition strategy and
separately modelled the earnings and valuation impact. This exercise has increased
our conviction in the effectiveness of APE's inorganic growth strategy and benefit to
long-term earnings growth. APE already has a successful track record of acquiring
dealerships in what remains a highly fragmented market. We estimate APE
comfortably has the balance sheet capacity to spend (on average) ~$61mn to acquire
~$12mn PBT per arum. We believe the combination of organic industry growth, a level
of outperformance above the industry average and inorganic growth can generate
automotive earnings growth of ~10-12% for APE over the next 7-8 years.
■ Carzoos: In Carzoos, APE has developed what we believe is a truly exciting approach
to selling used vehicles. Drawing on APE's own experience and innovation, as well as
key aspects of disruptive models in the US (CarMax, Carvana, Beepi, Vroom etc.) APE
has developed a new retail strategy (Carzoos) that will run in conjunction with its used
car dealer network (Zooper). The model is premised on factors including:
− core customer propositions for every vehicle, such as money-back guarantee
periods, 12-month warranties and certified safety checks (Zooper has already
applied this since 2011 with resultant significant earnings upside);
− fixed (no-haggle) prices with full transparency – unusual in Australia, differentiated
from most used car dealerships and a key factor behind the growth of CarMax in
the US;
− additional features such as cheap, transparent finance (Simplr), car delivery and
peer-to-peer facilitation;
− a shopping centre-based, retail format designed to attract customer interest in
premium, high-traffic locations (Tesla and Subaru have already employed this
format to some effect);
AP Eagers
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− a low cost format (differentiated from warehouse, 'big-box' approaches that allows
for lower margins at higher volumes) that does not require significant capital; and
− the advantage of existing infrastructure (new & used vehicles), which reduce risks
around inventory and carrying costs.

Earnings outlook
Our current EPS forecasts capture APE's organic outlook, recent acquisitions and an
expectation for some further, short-term acquisitions (although not to the full extent of
APE's capacity). We do not yet include Carzoos in our forecasts.
On that basis we estimate ~20% EPS growth in FY16, ~8% in FY17, and ~7% in
FY18? Further inorganic growth and Carzoos provide material upside risk to our forecasts
from FY18 onwards. On an eight-year view, we believe Carzoos could generate ~$50mn
NPAT (roughly half of APE's forecast FY16 profit base).
Our latest EPS revisions (~+6% to +10% across the forecast range) reflect:
■ Market guidance (19 July) for 1H16 PBT of ~$67.8mn PBT (+14% on the pcp), which
followed the AGM update (May) indicating four-month ytd revenue and profit growth of
~9%;
■ Incorporating the recent Tony Ireland acquisition into our forecasts; and
■ Allowing for some inorganic growth in FY18 (although not the full extent of our
assumed ~$350mn annual acquired revenue per our analysis on the acquisition
strategy.)

Valuation
We continue to value APE on an equally-weighted blend of our DCF and EV/EBIT-relative
valuations. While our near-term forecasts do not factor in significant inorganic growth
beyond acquisitions already made, our DCF does assume a long-term acquisition profile
(described in more detail in the 'Inorganic growth' section), and we adjust our EV/EBITrelative multiple to take it into account.
On this basis, we set our target price at $13.00 (from $11.05), which increased due to
both a higher DCF valuation ($12.45; increased due to assumptions on inorganic growth)
and EV/EBVIT-relative valuation ($13.55, applying a ~19x EV/EBIT multiple to APE
forecast 12-month earnings, versus 16.5x previously, increased due to higher conviction in
the growth outlook).
Backing out APE's stake (~20%) in AHG (at current market value) and its property portfolio
(at net asset value per APE's FY15 accounts), we estimate the current implies PE multiple
on APE's automotive business is ~17.5x FY17F earnings. Our $13.00 target price implies
an automotive multiple of ~20x FY17F.
We do not factor Carzoos into our valuation. Our free cash flow to equity valuation for
Carzoos is ~$3.00/share (implying 25% upside from current levels).

Key risks
■ Carzoos does not work. For Carzoos, the main risk is simply that the approach fails
to resonate with consumers – i.e., the model doesn’t work! Downside risk is not
significant (we estimate a maximum loss in a given year of ~$4-5mn, which could be
quickly curtailed if required).
■ Competition. Risks to the acquisition strategy include increased competition,
acquisitions performing below expectation and potential balance sheet impact.
■ Regulatory change. Beyond factors impacting consumer sentiment, the main risk to
the organic growth outlook is potential regulatory change impacting margins on finance
and insurance (F&I) income (through the ASIC review).
AP Eagers
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Inorganic growth
Acquisition strategy
A key pillar of APE's strategy is 'growth by selective acquisitions', an area in which it has
established a successful track record. We believe consolidation within the automotive
dealership industry is already a fairly well known theme; we recap below key aspects of
this strategy as well as potential earnings and valuation implications.
■ Fragmented market remains well suited to consolidation: The listed automotive
dealerships are the largest operators in a fragmented market. APE has a ~4.2% market
share in new vehicles (31 Dec 2015) and Automotive Holdings (AHG.AX) a ~6.5%
share (~1.2% and ~1.7% in used vehicles respectively). There are some large private
players at <= ~1.5% market share (such as Suttons, Inchcape, Paterson Chaney, and
Peter Warren) followed by a large tail of smaller independent dealerships. Many private
dealers were established in the 60's and 70's, with demographics/family trends often
being a driver for dealer principals to look to sell their businesses.

Figure 1: Listed dealership market share
Industry
New
Used

Size
000s
1,155
2,200

AHG
# vehicles
75.7
37.9
113.5

Market
share
6.6%
1.7%

New/used
ratio
67%
33%

APE
# vehicles
49.2
25.9
75.1

Market
share
4.3%
1.2%

New/used
ratio
66%
34%

Source: AHG and APE Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

■ Track record of acquisitions, disciplined approach. As shown in the figure below,
APE has a long-established track record of acquisitions (we only show examples going
back to 2010, but APE has been making acquisitions dating back to 2006 and earlier).
We estimate APE's initial stake in AHG (currently ~20%) generated a >95% total return
(i.e., including dividends) since it was acquired in 2012.
■ APE has formulated a disciplined approach to inorganic growth, underpinned by: (1)
developing long-term relationships with well-performing dealerships that are potential
take-over targets; (2) only engaging in exclusive take-over negotiations with dealers;
and (3) a consistent record of price discipline, even in competitive environments.
■ Recent examples include the Birrell and Crampton acquisitions, which took place at a
time where Asian buyers were active in the Australian market and bidding at materially
higher multiples (Chinese company Star Auto bought Mercedes Benz Brisbane;
Japanese-listed Gulliver International purchased DVG in Perth).

Figure 2: Selected APE acquisitions, 2010 onwards
Acquisition
Adtrans + Western Star/MAN
AHG stake - initial - 16.3%
AHG stake - top up - 18.6%
Unley Nissan
Ian Boettcher Motors
AHG stake - top up - 19.6%
Craig Black Group
Birrell
Crampton
Tony Ireland

Location
SA (Vehicles) & Trucks
WA
WA
SA (Adelaide)
Qld (Ipswich)
WA
Qld (SW & Cent)
Vic (& Tas)
Qld (Toowoomba)
Qld (Twnsvl)

Date
22-Oct-10
10-Jul-12
17-Dec-12
01-Sep-13
20-Mar-14
02-Apr-14
06-May-14
01-Apr-16
30-Jun-16
01-Oct-16

Revenue
700
n/a
n/a
84.8
150
n/a
245
410
130
85

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates (Revenue figures include trucks; APE received ~$14mn dividends in FY15, mainly attributable
to its AHG stake)
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■ Ability to improve profitability of acquired dealerships. Across the automotive
dealership industry, the top 30% of dealerships typically materially outperform the
average in terms of profitability. As one of the two largest operators (by far), APE is
often able to generate increased profitability in acquired businesses to move them in
line with APE's return metrics. A key part of this comes from improving F&I metrics,
through factors like implementing better sales processes, applying additional resources
and leveraging APE's finance rates. Other drivers include group procurement benefits,
centralised payroll, property management etc.
■ Note that APE purchases different types of dealerships, some of which can be
improved as described above (e.g., Unley Nissan, Ian Boettcher) and others that are
already strong performers and/or have a brand mix (such as luxury brand exposure)
that generate higher margins (e.g., Birrell, Crampton).

Figure 3: Gross & incentives – average vs Top 30%

Figure 4: Dealership KPIs – average vs Top 30%

Source: Deloitte Motor Industry Overview (2014)

Source: Deloitte Motor Industry Overview (2014)

■ Risks – competition, under-performing businesses, balance sheet: Key risks to
APE's inorganic strategy include: (1) increased competition leading to reduced
availability of businesses to purchase and/or requiring increased acquisition multiples;
(2) APE acquiring businesses that subsequently perform worse than expected; and (3)
APE potentially over-gearing its balance sheet should the previous two factors play out.
■ We believe these are largely inherent risks. The first two (competitive pressure,
business performance) are mitigated by the various factors described above. The last
(balance sheet) is mitigated by the same factors, as well as APE's current balance
sheet strength and cash flow generation (discussed further below).
■ An additional risk is potential manufacturer constraints on individual dealer market
share, such as limits on the number of dealers held by one company for a particular
brand. We understand APE does not see this as a material constraint to its goals,
noting that:
−

the fragmented nature of the market means in many areas this is unlikely to be an
issue;
− APE will increasingly focus on broadening its national footprint (into areas where it
has a lower market share);
− APE can potentially offload businesses if required; and
− manufacturer views could potentially change over time given small dealerships are
finding it harder to generate profitable returns.

AP Eagers
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Key driver for long-term automotive growth
We have modelled the earnings and valuation impact of APE achieving its target of ~10%
market share (in new vehicles).
Key assumptions include the following:
■ We model out to FY25. We assume APE acquires, on average, revenues per arum of
~$350mn at an average PBT margin of 3.3%.
■ Accepting that the actual amount acquired in any one year will vary, as will the type of
business and hence acquisition multiple paid, we assume an average PE multiple of
7.6x (range ~7-9x). This implies annual acquisition consideration of ~$61mn.
■ We assume a constant ratio of new/used cars (i.e., this analysis excludes a potential
increase in used car sales from Carzoos/Zooper). We also assume a similar revenue
mix (new/used/parts & service).
■ We assume industry sales growth of 2-3% over the forecast period. We assume APE
modestly outperforms this rate (by ~0.5%) in terms of its own underlying organic
growth.
■ We assume underlying core margins are held flat, with a slight uplift on average to
acquired businesses driving a modest increase in overall automotive PBT margins.
■ Gearing and cash flow forecasts assume the above factors, as well as a constant
dividend pay-out ratio in line with FY15 levels and 3% annual growth in other parts of
the business (trucks, property & investment income).
■ We assume acquisitions are debt funded (although APE periodically issues a portion in
scrip). FY16 and FY17 forecasts include the impact of acquisitions already made.

Figure 5: Acquisition assumptions
Metric
Vehicles acquired, '000
New/used
Revenue, $mn
PBT, $mn
PBT margin
Acquisition cost, $mn
NPAT multiple, x
Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Figure 6: Potential earnings impact (Automotive)
Value
9.1
66/34
350
11.6
3.3%
61.2
7.6

New vehicles sold, '000
Market share
Automotive revenue, $mn
Automotive PBT, $mn
PBT margin
Net debt (excl. bailment), $mn
Net debt / ND + equity
Net debt / EBITDA, x

FY15
49.2
4.3%
2,882
95.7
3.32%
172.3
20%
1.2

FY16
60.0
5.0%
3,507
120.8
3.45%
285.2
27%
1.6

FY25
138.1
9.3%
8,073
291.4
3.61%
329.7
20%
1.0

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Our conclusions include the following:
■ We have only assumed APE reaches ~9.3% market share by FY25, although in reality
it may aim for a ~10% share in a shorter timeframe.
■ We believe APE can generate earnings growth in the automotive division at a ~10-12%
CAGR should it acquire in line with our aggregate assumptions described above.
■ Note that FY16 includes acquisitions already made, such as the large Birrell purchase
– excluding this period, the CAGR would be ~8.5%-10.5%.
■ Based on current gearing (which will likely increase in FY16) and forecast cash flow
generation, we believe APE can fund its inorganic strategy using its own balance sheet
capacity, without requiring additional equity capital. The caveat here would be if APE
had the opportunity to acquire a materially larger business.
■ Sensitivities:
− +/- $150mn shift in assumed acquired revenue per annum from our base case has
a ~+1.5%/-1.7% impact on forecast earnings CAGR (the positive impact is lower,
should acquired revenue increase due to the impact of additional debt finance).
AP Eagers
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− An additional PE point paid on aggregate for acquisitions has a relative small
impact on forecast earnings CAGR (<0.5%), because it would only increase the
average consideration by ~$10mn per annum.
− Should APE not manage to generate any aggregate margin uplift from acquired
businesses (i.e., FY25 PBT margin flat on FY15), the negative earnings CAGR
impact would be ~1%. Every additional 0.2% move in PBT margins would have a
~1% impact on forecast earnings CAGR.
− Every 0.5% change in assumed organic growth above/below the industry growth
rate has an equivalent impact on forecast earnings CAGR.

Valuation impact
To estimate the valuation impact of APE's inorganic growth strategy, we run a DCF
analysis assuming only industry-based organic growth (with modest outperformance)
beyond acquisitions made to date, and compare it to our DCF analysis that incorporates a
long-term acquisition profile.
This has limitations to the extent that it relies on various, long-term assumptions; however,
we estimate that APE's inorganic growth strategy contributes ~$1.40-1.60 per share to our
overall DCF valuation.
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Carzoos and APE's used car strategy
APE is in the process of finalising and rolling out key new elements of its organic growth
strategy to increase focus and growth in the used car market. This includes:
■ a new retail store strategy (shopping centre store selling used vehicles) – Carzoos;
■ rebranding its used car dealership offering – Zooper;
■ a set of consistent consumer service propositions designed to differentiate from the
more 'traditional' used car dealership customer experience (guaranteed return period,
warranty, transparent pricing, pre-checked cars etc.) – already in place;
■ a new finance offering;
■ an automated 'bidding' process to efficiently allocate inventory within the network;
■ and an online presence (customised to be mobile-friendly).
In formulating its strategy, APE has drawn on its own plans and innovations, we well as
key aspects behind new and disruptive business models in the US (such as CarMax,
Beepi, Carvana, Vroom etc.) – which we discuss later in this report.

Figure 7: Global trends in used car markets

Source: Company data (APE 1H15 result presentation)

Based on its market research and dealership experience, APE believes that consumers
primarily focus on three main areas when looking to purchase a car, asking the following:
(1) What car should I buy and at what price?
(2) How can I finance and can I get finance?
(3) What is my trade-in worth?
APE has designed its used car strategy with these areas in mind – aiming to get 'above
the funnel' (consumers start looking for answers on the internet) and adopting a portfolio
approach to addressing these consumer 'pain points':
■
■
■
■

Carzoos (retail shopping centre used car concept);
Zooper, (franchised used car dealer network);
Simplr (branded non-aligned finance solution); and
AutoBidda (automated, real-time used inventory management).
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All of the above are based on addressing the weaknesses in the current used car model
and have two key, common underlying principles:
■ Branding: branded solutions to differentiate from traditional used car dealers; and
■ Transparency: engaging consumers through building trust and offering consistent
guaranteed service propositions to ensure a better used car experience.

Figure 8: APE portfolio approach to consumer used car 'pain points'

Source: Company data

Zooper
Carzoos was initially established in 2011 as an online platform to sell APE's used car
inventory and was also the brand for its franchised used car network. APE's strategy has
subsequently evolved and is now comprised of two branded solutions:
■ Zooper: is now the brand for APE's franchised used car network of ~63 dealerships
(buying, selling and servicing), supported by zoopercars.com.au.
■ Carzoos: the brand for APE's new retail strategy, which will comprise stand-alone used
car stores situated in shopping centres (without cars), supported by carzoos.com.au
(website currently in development pending first store launch – due by October 2016).
Zooper is a physical network of used car dealerships/car centres, which in addition to
common branding has implemented a set of key customer service propositions to provide
a better experience than that available from most traditional used car operators. Zooper
focuses on a consistent brand, consumer benefits and customer experience.

Figure 9: Zooper used car centre

Figure 10: Zooper customer proposition

Source: APE company data

Source: APE company data
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Taking away dodgy tactics, removing the risk
The Zooper website describes these features as 'taking away the hassle, dodgy tactics
and risk from used car buying'. These are all features that are very similar to those
underpinning many of the new used car business models in the US.
As a key underlying theme, these models were all founded with the aim of improving on
the existing used car model, which has many weaknesses, such as:
■ It does not offer consumers a transparent, easy process for buying cars;
■ is one where customers selling or trading-in vehicles often fear they are getting 'ripped
off';
■ buyers of used vehicles frequently have a similar concern, worrying about the quality of
the vehicle; and
■ neither buyers nor sellers enjoy the negotiation and haggling often associated with
buying or selling a used car.
Zooper offers the following on all cars:
■ 120-point Safety Check. This provide assurance on the quality of the used vehicle
being purchased;
■ Seven-day 'Money Back Guarantee'. A customer may return a vehicle, for any
reason, within seven consecutive days of taking delivery and will receive a full refund
(subject only to restrictions like mileage and damages) ;
■ 12-month Warranty. Each vehicle is backed by a warranty which applies to a range of
the vehicle’s components (the vehicle can be taken to any Zooper Approved
Dealership Agent within the A.P. Eagers network for required warranty repairs);
■ Fixed Price Servicing. Aimed at offering buyers certainty on post-purchase service
costs; and
■ 12-month 24/7 Roadside Assistance. Applies to all vehicles purchased.

Strategy has already had a material, positive impact
As shown in the figure below, since being implemented in 2011, the strategy (branded
Carzoos at the time) has contributed to strong profit growth in the used car segment for
APE. Management believe it was a key driver behind used car PBT increasing from
~$4mn in FY11 in Queensland/NT (~49% of total group revenue by geographic
contribution) to ~$10mn in FY15. PBT per used vehicle has increased from ~$850 in FY11
to ~$1000 in FY15.

Figure 11: Impact of new strategy Qld/NT used car NPBT FY00-15

Source: Company data (2015 AGM presentation)
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Similar customer service features have proven popular with consumers in the US with
CarMax (the most established business) in particular generating strong used vehicle sales
growth over a multi-year period on a similar pricing, warranty, and guaranteed return
offerings.
Likewise, other used car business models that have since emerged are also based on
similar underlying offerings, with additional 'disruptive' components such as end-to-end
online transactions (sale and purchase), free delivery/pick-up, peer-to-peer market place
etc.

Carzoos
A 'disruptive' retail experience
Carzoos is premised on the same key customer principles that Zooper offers for every
vehicle, i.e., 120-point safety check, seven-day money-back guarantee, 12-month
warranty, and fixed price servicing.
However, while Zooper aims to deliver best practice inside the traditional dealership
category, Carzoos is a new format for Australia and has key differences to Zooper:
(1) It is a retail strategy, based on stores (not dealerships) in retail shopping centres;
(2) It offers 'no haggle' pricing, for customers both buying and selling used vehicles;
(3) Carzoos can facilitate a peer-to-peer (P2P sale);
(4) Customers get access to a new finance product (Simplr) which offers attractive
rates; and
(5) We believe Carzoos could also potentially include additional offers to further
increase the attractiveness of the customer proposition (while this has yet to be
finalised, we note that Zooper ran an offer in May-June for a free 12-month fully
comprehensive insurance for every vehicle).

Figure 12: Carzoos retail store (concept)

Figure 13: Carzoos retail store indicative layout

Source: APE company data

Source: APE company data
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Figure 14: Tesla store in NY shopping mall

Figure 15: Subaru Pacific Werribee store

Source: autoguide.com (Tesla White Plains store, N.Y.)

Source: goauto.com.au

Key aspects of the business model and customer proposition:
■ Retail concept: As shown in the figures above, Carzoos will operate as a retail format,
located in premium shopping centre locations (e.g., Westfield shopping centres).
Stores in turn will be placed in visible, high-foot traffic locations to maximise potential
customer interest and visitation.
■ Focus on customer service: Carzoos will focus heavily on customer service. Staff will
include hosts (greeting, brand introduction), 'buddies' and finance 'side-kicks' (together
assist with buying, selling, finance, delivery handover), and mobile inspectors.
■ No vehicles in the store! Customers will be able to use open, modern facilities to go
through the buying and selling process, aided by Carzoos staff and screens/tablets.
Stores will be approximately ~120 sq m on average and, importantly, will not have any
vehicles on site (think Apple store, rather than traditional vehicle showroom).
■ Technology is key: This is unique in the Australian landscape but is already used in
some of the disruptive US models. It capitalises on existing trends – technology and
consumer preference has already seen much of the process for buying/selling vehicles
move online – and by offering a seven-day money back guarantee period (instead of
the traditional test drive), customers have ample time to assess a vehicle postpurchase.
■ High volume, low cost: As we discussed further when we assess Carzoos earnings
potential, the model is aimed to be lower margin than traditional dealerships (better
customer value), but also higher volume and lower cost (versus a big-box format).
■ Process for buyers:
− Browse/select: Potential buyers are able to determine what car suits them in-store
by speaking to Carzoos buddies as well as browsing and researching through
screens/tablets available in the store.
− No-haggle price: On selecting a vehicle, a customer is given a 'no-haggle', fixed
price. The underlying premise here is to offer the best price upfront to a customer
(taking away the 'haggle' aspect) – discussed further below.
− Competitive finance offering: Carzoos will offer a competitive, branded finance
solution (Simplr) – discussed further below.
− Delivery: If a customer purchases a vehicle, it will be delivered to his/her chosen
location. Thereafter, the entire core features standards with every vehicle apply
(seven-day money back guarantee, 12-month warranty etc.)
■ Process for sellers:
− Obtain a quote: Sellers can enter a Carzoos store and receive a quote on their
vehicle (final quote subject to an inspection – immediate or scheduled).
AP Eagers
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− Fixed price: Similar to buying, the customer will receive a no-haggle price. A
customer can verify the price offered in-store (e.g., CarSales/CarsGuide).
− The customer then has two options:
(1) Sell wholesale: Sell the vehicle at the price offered. (APE will then feed it into
its network via AutoBidda – guaranteeing best pricing through the network); or
(2) Sell retail/P2P: Opt to rather use Carzoos peer-to-peer (P2P) offering –
Carzoos can sell the vehicle on behalf of the customer to achieve a higher
(retail) price. Carzoos will list the vehicle (after cleaning, photographing and
writing a professional description) as well as receive and make calls on behalf
of the buyer and/or seller. If the car meets certain criteria (age, ownership etc.),
it will also receive the standard Carzoos criteria (warranty, roadside assistance
etc.). Should a sale eventuate, the buyer and seller can meet on 'neutral middle
ground' in the Carzoos store to facilitate the transaction. Carzoos charge a fee
for this service (minimum $695, up to $1995, capped at 8.5%).

Figure 16: Carzoos marketing

Figure 17: Carzoos marketing

Source: Company data

Source: Company data

■ Buy or sell or do both: Carzoos will 'delink' buying and selling vehicles. Customers
can buy a vehicle (without trading-in), sell a vehicle (without buying one), or both.
■ Fixed 'no-haggle' pricing: The 'no-haggle pricing' concept has proven very popular
and successful in the US, originally through CarMax. It is designed to offer customers a
transparent, attractive price that is given upfront and fixed, rather than a customer
having to negotiate with a dealer to get a better offer. Pricing is calculated based on an
APE proprietary dynamic algorithm, using factors including historic dealership data.
Customers will get a better price (and no worse) than they would through a typical
dealer channel – expected savings range from ~$200 to ~$2000. In addition, quotes
are valid for 7 days.
■ Marketing and initial store rollout: Carzoos will also employ marketing within the
shopping centres, designed to attract customer interest. We understand APE expects
to open two Carzoos retail stores in CY16 (one lease has been signed), starting in
Brisbane shopping centres (likely Westfield). The exact timing of the store openings
has yet to be decided, but we expect it would likely occur in 4Q16.
■ Hub and spoke model: Carzoos will use a similar model to CarMax (see section on
International business models), with car yards and workshops for parts and servicing
(the existing dealer network – Zooper) and the shopping centre stores to attract
potential used car buyer/sellers. These shopping centre stores will allow Carzoos to
buy inventory off customers even in the absence of customers purchasing cars.
■ P2P platform enables cross-sell revenue: By offering an additional P2P service,
Carzoos gains access to both the buyer and seller and may be able generate addition
to cross-sell revenues (i.e., sell a vehicle to the seller and/or provide financing or after
care to the buyer).
■ Aggregates APE's existing used car inventory on a state-based online platform:
Improving the depth of inventory and increasing sales of used vehicles to the retail
market and away from the wholesale channel. The existing used car business
AP Eagers
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associated with new car dealerships will provide the required land to store Carzoos
inventory.

Simplr
Simplr is based on the premise that finance brokers are often perceived by consumers to
be working for the lender, rather than the customer, and also on the basis that consumers
prefer an independent provider to the dealership for automotive finance.
APE uses its own balance sheet to buy used car inventory (i.e., not on a bailment facility,
as is the case for new cars and most other used vehicle dealerships). As a result APE is
free to use any of its financiers when facilitating finance for used car customers. This
means APE can offer customers financing at lower rates and structured to best meet the
customer's needs (rather than being tied to selling finance from the provider of the
bailment facilities)

Branded, competitive, independent finance
Simplr is a branded finance solution that enables a panel of non-aligned finance providers
to bid to provide consumer automotive finance. Each bid is done on an individual basis
and on the same, flat commission structure. We understand APE envisages a panel of ~89 finance providers.
We believe this solution is likely to resonate with consumers – it is a fast process and
offers transparent, competitive and clearly independent finance rates. Should the overall
used car strategy succeed in materially increasing used car sales for APE, it is in turn
likely to gain greater buying power with finance providers.

AutoBidda
AutoBidda is a real-time, automated inventory management system that connects the
dealer channel with the retail channel. IT enables dealers to 'bid' on inventory made
available through the network (including Carzoos), matching inventory to the location that
requires it and enabling transparent, 'best-pricing' to Carzoos customers.
It effectively aggregates APE's existing used car inventory on a state-based online
platform, improving the depth of inventory and increasing sales of used vehicles to the
retail market and away from the wholesale channel.
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Figure 18: AutoBidda

Source: Company data

Key positives
We describe below some of the key potential benefits of APE's used car strategy:
■ Significant market opportunity – double the new car market: In increasing its focus
on used cars, APE is opening up a material market opportunity. The used vehicle
market is ~2.2mn in sales volumes p.a. compared to ~1.1mn new vehicle sales (noting
that a large portion of used car sales are very low value, implying a smaller
addressable market). Extrapolating comparative market sizes, ~0.6mn used car sales
occur in the peer-to-peer (P2P) market. APE currently has a ~4.3% market share of
new vehicle sales and ~1.2% share of used vehicle sales.

Figure 19: Australian automotive market

Figure 20: Comparative market size: new vs. used

Source: AHG (company data, VFACTS, Deloitte)

Source: Company data (VFACTS, Deloitte)

■ Used cars are more profitable than new cars: According to Deloitte analysis,
industry benchmarks for gross profit margins on the used car sales are 14-16%,
compared to 7-9% for new cars. One of the main reasons automotive dealerships are
able to earn higher margins on used vehicles is because of the nature of used cars,
each of which is unique from another even across same brands/models (condition,
mileage etc.), which means that lower levels of discounting occur than in new vehicles.
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Figure 21: Comparative new vs used car benefits

Figure 22: Deloitte dealer benchmarks

Source: Company data

Source: Deloitte motor industry services dealership benchmarks 2012

■ Potential to materially increase used vehicle sales and increase market share
against the traditional dealer channel. Arguably the biggest potential opportunity for
Carzoos is to materially increase used vehicle sales by attracting customer interest in a
strong and differentiated offering. In so doing, Carzoos would likely increase market
share against traditional used dealership channels.
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■ Roll-out strategy with an existing, profitable business and infrastructure. A key
advantage for APE rolling out Carzoos is that it is doing so as a profitable, listed
company with a very large existing infrastructure. This has multiple benefits, including a
much larger inventory base than would otherwise be the case, an existing service
centre and parts network and storage facilities. This should place Carzoos in a
materially better starting position than how many of the US start-ups commenced.
Planning, research and development costs have already been absorbed in prior
historic results.
■ Potential upside from increased parts and service revenue: Many used car
customers who purchase from dealerships service their vehicles at independent
workshops. Gross profit margin on parts and service are significantly higher than
margins on the actual vehicle sale. Stand-alone used car businesses that offer
extended warranty and capped price servicing could increase customer retention and
generate income at a higher margin throughout the life of the vehicle. This would
benefit both Carzoos (which would earn referral fees from APE's physical network) and
Zooper (which would see increased parts and service revenue).
■ Opportunity to increase finance penetration: The majority of used car dealers fund
inventory using bailment finance facilities. This typically ties the finance offering the
dealer can offer to customers to that offered by the bailment financier. APE purchases
used car inventory using its own balance sheet and can therefore offer financing to
customers from a range of financiers. This in turn enables a strategy like Simplr with
the potential to increase finance penetration through offering customers more attractive
pricing. Finance and insurance (F&I) earnings are more profitable for dealerships than
margins on the underlying vehicle sale.
■ Chance to gain share in the P2P market: The P2P market represents ~30% of used
car sales. Carzoos P2P offering (retail platform for customers to list their vehicles for
sale & handle enquiries, middle ground to meet with a potential buyers etc.) enables
APE to potentially penetrate a segment of the used car market that was otherwise
closed to it. In addition, APE could benefit from additional revenue streams, such as
warranty and servicing programs for vehicles sold on the Carzoos retail platform, as
well as offer finance to buyers using the channel.
■ Drive increased brand awareness with flow-through benefits. Carzoos could
potentially increase brand awareness throughout the greater APE group (e.g., service
referrals to Zooper). This in turn could drive additional business for the new car
business and greater awareness for the AP Eagers brand.
■ Downside risk is not significant. We discuss the risks to the Carzoos strategy below,
but a key point to note is that the low-cost nature of the model (low rental versus 'bigbox' format, low employee numbers, low capex fit-out required) significantly limits the
downside risk should the model perform below expectations.
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Key assumptions and forecasts
Assumptions
In the figure below, we show key assumptions and earnings forecasts for Carzoos.
■ Clearly the pace of the store roll-out will be key to both Carzoos ultimate success and
how quickly/slowly it grows sales and earnings. We believe APE would aim for ~8-10
stores by around FY18, potentially opening 5-6 a year thereafter if and when the model
gains traction.
■ We assume monthly vehicles sold per store start at around 50, increasing over time to
~140. This is another key variable, but based on factors like premium shopping centre
visitation numbers (e.g., Westfield Brisbane ~16mn p.a.), Inchcape/Subaru retail store
experience (>40 cars per month on a single brand, more traditional dealer format) and
comparative existing dealership experience, this range appears achievable.
■ We assume ~$20k average sale price (ASP) per vehicle, above the national used car
average but below the Brisbane average and APE's own used car average.
■ Gross profit margins are assumed at ~11.5%, noting that the model is deliberately
designed to be lower gross margin than traditional channels (in part due to an
improved customer value proposition), with overall profitability maintained due to a
lower cost store model (versus warehouse, 'big box' formats) and higher volumes.
■ We have taking a potentially conservative approach on average per/store costs
(rentals, outgoings etc.) against indicative market rents but mindful of how new the
concept is.
■ We have been similarly conservative on forecast staff costs.
■ Interest costs have been calculated based on assumed inventory turnover rates (~45
days) that are in line with APE's current average. APE believes there is scope to
improve this over time.
■ Capex costs are fairly low given the size and nature of the stores.

Figure 23: Carzoos – key assumptions
Metric
Average store size, sqm
Average vehicle selling price, $k
# vehicles sold / store pm - low
# vehicles sold / store pm - high
GP margin / vehicle, %
Average rent + outgoings / sqm, $
Staff + marketing / store, $k
Inventory turnover, days
Capex / store - new, $k
Capex / store - maint, $k

120
20.0
50
142
11.5%
2,350
700
45
0.5
0.4

Comment
Carzoos stores are not a traditional showroom!
Below both average Brisbane sale price ($22k) and APE existing average range of ~$22-24k.
Industry reports that Subaru retail store (Melbourne) has achieved >42 sales pm - single brand.
APE would likely aim for 120 pm post initial ramp-up, long-term target ~150 pm.
Lower than industry average of ~14-16% - better customer value, high volume, low margin model.
Target premium, high traffic shopping centres (e.g. Westfield). Potentially conservative based on indicate mkt rates.
Combination of buddies (sale assistants), F&I (Simplr) and store manager staff. Some centre-based marketing.
In line with APE existing turnover. Potential to improve over time.
Could potentially decline over time.
Assume D&A is equivalent.

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Forecasts
The resultant base case forecasts are shown below. We note the following:
■ While material profitability is unlikely until FY18 and onwards, we do not believe there
is significant downside risk due to the low-cost, low-capex nature of the roll-out.
■ We believe management will ultimately focus on PBT/vehicle as a key metric. Our
assumptions assume ~$1000/vehicle, which is in line with APE's current profitability on
used vehicles sold through its dealership network.
■ We envisage Carzoos could generate ~$50mn NPAT by around FY24 (approximately
50% of APEs forecast FY16 group earnings).
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Figure 24: Carzoos – base case earnings forecasts
FY16

FY17

FY18

FY19

FY20

FY21

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY16
2
0.2

FY17
5
3.9

FY18
9
9.9

FY19
14
16.3

FY20
19
25.1

FY21
25
34.1

FY22
31
44.8

FY23
37
56.1

FY24
42
66.8

FY25
45
74.4

3.1

78.7

197.1

327.0

502.5

682.0

896.0

1122.0

1335.6

1487.5

GP, $mn
SG&A, $mn
SG&A as % of revenue

0.4
1.5
47.8%

9.1
5.3
6.7%

22.7
9.4
4.8%

37.6
14.3
4.4%

57.8
20.8
4.1%

78.4
27.5
4.0%

103.0
35.4
3.9%

129.0
43.7
3.9%

153.6
52.1
3.9%

171.1
58.8
4.0%

EBITDA
EBITDA margin

-1.1
-36.3%

3.8
4.8%

13.3
6.7%

23.3
7.1%

37.0
7.4%

51.0
7.5%

67.7
7.6%

85.4
7.6%

101.5
7.6%

112.2
7.5%

PBT
PBT margin
PBT/car
NPAT

-1.3
-43.0%
-8,609
-0.9

2.0
2.5%
508
1.4

9.2
4.7%
937
6.5

16.6
5.1%
1,017
11.6

26.7
5.3%
1,062
18.7

37.1
5.4%
1,087
25.9

49.4
5.5%
1,104
34.6

62.6
5.6%
1,115
43.8

74.1
5.5%
1,109
51.9

81.3
5.5%
1,094
56.9

1.2
0.2

2.9
6.3

5.2
15.8

7.8
26.2

10.6
40.2

14.0
54.6

17.4
71.7

20.9
89.8

23.8
106.8

25.2
119.0

Summary P&L, BS
Stores
Vehicles sold, '000
Revenue, $mn

Capex, $mn
Debt (closing), $mn
Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Potentially worth $3.00?
We have modelled a free cash flow to equity analysis based on our Carzoos earnings
estimates described above. We prefer this method to a traditional DCF given the financing
required to support used car inventory.
Free cash flow (post financing) lags NPAT in the initial years (due to capex and working
capital requirements), but we estimate will become positive in FY18 and thereafter exhibit
similar growth to the earnings profile.
Applying a 12% cost of equity and 3% terminal growth rate, we estimate a value of ~$3.00
for Carzoos (using our base case assumptions described above), which implies ~25%
upside against the current APE share price.
Considering valuation on a short-term earnings basis, should APE generate ~$6.5mn
NPAT from Carzoos in FY18, it implies ~5% upside to our existing estimates, rising
sharply thereafter.
■ Sensitivities:
− Unsurprisingly, much of the valuation for Carzoos is dependent on what metrics the
business achieves by ~FY23-FY25 – i.e. the terminal valuation.
− If Carzoos only reached 35 stores (as opposed to 45), our valuation would fall by
~$0.75
− A 10% reduction in ASP (i.e. to $18k) would have a ~$0.80 impact on valuation.
− A ~0.5% change in gross profit would have a ~$0.40 impact on valuation.
− If Carzoos only achieves monthly vehicle sales of ~120 per store, valuation would
fall by ~$1.10.
■ BASE CASE: $3.00
■ BEAR CASE: $1.00 Based on ~35 stores by FY25, selling 120 vehicles per month at
$19k ASP on 11% gross margin. (The ultimate bear case is slightly below zero!).
■ BULL CASE: $4.90 Based on ~50 stores by FY25, selling 160 vehicles per month at
$21k ASP on 12% gross margin.
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Risks – what if it doesn’t work?
■ It simply doesn’t work! The biggest risk we identify for Carzoos is quite simply that it
doesn’t work – i.e., for some reason, the proposition fails to resonate with consumers –
and APE generates materially less profit than expected.
■ There is a lot of evidence indicating that consumers respond well to things like moneyback guarantee periods, warranties and pre-inspected vehicles (CarMax, Zooper), nohaggle pricing (CarMax, Beepi, Carvana, Vroom), and vehicle delivery (Beepi,
Carvana, Vroom and others).
■ In addition, the Subaru (Melbourne) and Tesla experience indicates consumers should
be open to a retail concept. APE management experience, existing infrastructure and
additional features (e.g., Simplr) should further increase the likelihood of Carzoos
success in our view. However, Carzoos has yet to launch and until such time as it
proves itself, there is a risk that the model fails to generate sufficient sales/returns.
■ We have already discussed how the low-cost, low capex model mitigates the financial
downside if Carzoos doesn’t work. An additional mitigant is the potential for APE to put
its new vehicle franchises into stores (noting the positive Subaru experience in
Melbourne).
■ Competitive pressures. The US experience has shown how new business models
can succeed and disrupt the old – firstly CarMax, and more recently, a host of other
players like Carvana, Beepi, and Vroom. We believe APE is leading the charge in
Australia and at the very least is likely to have a lead time over other players. However,
competitive pressures are still a risk. AHG have recently launched a 'big box' format in
Perth, WA (easyauto123) with features like fixed price (no-haggle) stock, money-back
guarantee (48-hour), warranty and roadside assist. We understand Motorama
(Queensland based) is also offering a range of similar features. While both of these are
warehouse-style (i.e. higher cost) and do not have all the features of Carzoos, a
changing competitive landscape could be a risk for APE.
■ Availability and/or suitability store locations. As evidenced in the US market (see
CarMax section), a strong brand is key to success. APE need to build a strong brand
that consumers trust, and opening its first store in the right location is a necessary first
step. APE has secured two initial locations in popular, high foot-traffic shopping centres
in areas within the centre that management believes are well suited to attracting
customers. There is a risk that these stores fail to attract sufficient visitors and/or that
APE is unable to secure future stores quickly enough to support its growth plans.
■ Direct-to-consumer trend may take off at the expense of dealerships. Companies
such as Carvana, Beepi and Vroom in the US buy, collect, recondition, sell and deliver
used cars direct to/from consumers all over the US, as well as provide finance. By
driving a similar strategy itself, APE is moving ahead of potential similar changes in
Australia, but new non-dealer entrants could pose a disruption in the longer-term. In
addition, while previous experience of a manufacturer-to-consumer model was not
successful in Australia, equally Australia does not have the entrenched franchise-law
protection or as strong an industry body to push back (as has occurred with Tesla in
the US) should this strategy re-emerge in a meaningful way.
■ Cannibalisation of existing used car franchises. Although a different format to the
traditional used car dealerships, which are also attached to new car dealerships, there
is risk that the new Carzoos stores might cannibalise sales from APE’s existing
business. In mitigation, Carzoos will provide benefits for APE's dealerships (e.g.,
additional parts and service income) and also targets additional customers that may
not have considered traditional channels.
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■ Regulatory change. In February 2016, regulation around new vehicle imports was
relaxed, allowing consumers to directly import Japanese and UK cars from 2018
(subject to certain conditions). We believe that factors like the New Zealand experience
with safety concerns around poor quality imported used vehicles and an increased carpark age; we believe it is unlikely that used vehicle import restrictions will be lifted.
However, should regulatory change allow imports of used car in future, it could impact
used car prices and negatively impact Carzoos profitability.
■ Balance sheet impact. Inventory for the Carzoos strategy will not be purchased on a
bailment facility and will require debt funding. To the extent that it increases used car
sales relative to new, Carzoos is likely to require additional funding. We believe the
vehicle turnover (noting APE can sell into its existing dealer network) is unlikely to
change significantly, which, even in the event of a slower than expected sales take-up,
mitigates balance sheet risk.
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Comparative international business models
In assessing APE's used car strategy, it is useful to examine international used car
businesses that have sought to differentiate themselves from the traditional automotive
dealership business model.

CarMax
CarMax (KMX.N) is a profitable, stand-alone used car business. KMX is predominately a
big-box, fixed-price retailer of used cars. Having opened its first dealership in 1993, it now
has over 150 stores across the US (addressing ~63% of the population) and expects to
open 13-16 new stores per year over the FY16-18 period (see charts below).
KMX sells cars into both retail and wholesale channels. In addition to used cars, KMX also
generates revenue from new car sales (significantly smaller contribution than used cars)
as well as a sizeable finance operation. KMX are the market leader in the US used car
retailing industry (~2.6% market share) selling over twice as many used cars as the next
largest retailer.
As a percentage of FY15 gross profit, KMX generated 57% from retail, 16% from
wholesale, 14% from ESP (extended service plans)/Service and 13% from Finance.
The CarMax consumer proposition has been very successful over time and driven strong
growth in vehicle sales and earnings. It was one of the first players to focus on addressing
the key weaknesses in the traditional used car dealership and put in place some
guaranteed offerings on vehicles sold, many of which have been incorporated into more
recent, 'disruptive' models.
Key factors underpinning the business model have included:
■ Brand and reputation: A reputation (built up over a number of years) for quality
service and differentiating itself from the typical negative 'used car salesman'
stereotype;
■ No-haggle pricing: A low, no-haggle, fixed price policy;
■ Separation of buying and selling of vehicles: CarMax buys cars from customers,
even if the customer does not intend to purchase a vehicle from CarMax, i.e.,
customers can conduct an outright sale or a trade-in;
■ Remove sales conflict of interests: Sales staff are incentivised on a volumes basis,
receiving a fixed commission regardless of the price or type of vehicle sold; and
■ A set of standard offerings on every retail used vehicle sold:
(1) CarMax quality certified;
(2) a 5-day money-back guarantee;
(3) at least a 30 day warranty; and
(4) a complete vehicle history report.
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Figure 25: CarMax store locations

Figure 26: CarMax store roll out strategy

Source: Company data (KMX)

Source: Company data (KMX)

Figure 27: CarMax Retail Pricing and Sales

Figure 28: CarMax GP/unit vs SG&A/unit

Source: Company data (KMX)

Source: Company data (KMX)

Figure 29: KMX historic and forecast (consensus) financial metrics
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Key aspects of KMX financial metrics/history include the following:
■ +2.4% FY05-15 CAGR in average used selling price (retail only)
■ +1.8% FY05-15 CAGR in gross profit per unit (retail only), maintaining fairly stable
margins during the gfc (~11% GP margin on retail sales), despite volume declines.
− KMX use proprietary algorithms that analyze ~20 years of data (sales history,
consumer interest, sales patterns) to understand supply and demand in the market
and enable it to buy and sell vehicles at profitable prices.
− KMX typically purchases vehicles for ~US$3,500 less than the eventual sale price
− KMX focused on standardising and enhancing labour scheduling to bring down
reconditioning costs to maintain gross margin.
■ KMX generates a 4.2% NPAT margin.
■ KMX recorded a +8.9% FY05-15 CAGR in total vehicles sold (retail and wholesale)
■ In 2015 >60% of retail customers purchased extended service plans ('ESP',
redeemable at KMX stores and other independent/franchised workshops), and 25%
purchased a guaranteed asset protection plan (covers the unpaid loan balance in the
event of vehicle loss or unrecovered theft).
■ ESP sales increase through the life revenue from the customer if serviced at a KMX
store, and the broad scope of other independent and franchised workshops promotes
customer satisfaction and increases the likelihood of repeat or referral business.
■ KMX Financed 41.2% of retail vehicle units sold in 2015 via its own internal funding
program, CarMax Auto Finance (CAF). This program reduces the reliance on third
party financiers.
In CY14, KMX held 2.6% of the used car market. KMX have stated that they are currently
only addressing 63% of the population (implying potential for further market share gains as
they continue to roll out new stores).

Figure 30: CY14 Market share
CY14

# retail used

# wholesale used

KMX
APE

565,867
19,380

366,309
6,067

% retail of total used Total market used Market share (%)
60.7%
76.2%

35,909,884
2,200,000

2.6%
1.2%

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates, KMX data, Edmunds data

For KMX, we understand that the capital outlay to open a new store is ~$10-15mn to cover
construction, fit out and land purchases. (In FY15, KMX owned the 87 out of 144 used car
stores.)

Figure 31: FY14 KMX capex per new store
FY15
($mn)
Capex / store

D&A
(proxy for maint capex)

# existing
stores

Maintenance
capex / store

# new stores

115.2

131

0.9

13

Growth capex Growth capex /
new store
194.6

15.0

Source: KMX data, Credit Suisse estimates

While the capex per new store is significant cash item for CarMax, we believe equivalent
costs would be significantly lower for Carzoos (APE), because:
(1) Carzoos is a low-cost, retail model (~120sqm stores) requiring fairly low-cost capital
fit-out for new stores (~$0.5mn); and
(2) APE can use their existing used car dealership infrastructure to store vehicle
inventory.
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Beepi
What is it?
US (Los Altos) based Beepi was founded in 2013 as an online platform which connects
buyers and sellers of used cars in a peer-to-peer marketplace. It operates in 15 US
markets across nine states (including California, New York, Washington D.C., Texas, and
Florida).
Proposition for customers looking to sell a vehicle
For sellers, Beepi obtains basic details about the car being sold – make, model year,
mileage etc., as well as condition, defects etc. They then schedule a 'professional prepurchase inspection', sending a mechanic (all inspectors have formal technical training
from accredited institutions) to inspect the car.
Beepi then takes photos of the vehicle and adds it to its online inventory platform. A price
is set based on Beepi's proprietary pricing algorithm. Beepi guarantees sellers that they
will sell their car within 30 days (seller retains ownership until that point) for at least
US$1,000 more than what they could get at a dealership, or they will purchase the vehicle.
Proposition for customers looking to buy a vehicle
To buyers, Beepi promises that the cars are priced lower than the dealer advertised price.
Once a buyer is interested in the car and buys it, a Beepi driver takes the car and drops
the inspected and certified car to the buyer’s address. The vehicle includes a full-service
warranty and a ten-day money back guarantee. If the buyer wishes to return the car within
that period (subject to inspection confirming no damage etc.), Beepi will collect it and
provide a full refund.

Figure 32: Beepi customer taking delivery of a vehicle

Source: beepi.com

Financial performance and valuation
Beepi was initially funded predominately by venture capital. In late 2015, Beepi raised an
additional $70mn, implying a valuation of ~ US$500mn. The round added investors such
as China's largest domestic automaker (SAIC Motor Corporation) and took total funding up
to ~ US$150mn.
According to the Wall Street Journal ('Beepi Raising ‘Monster Round’ to Scale Used-Car
Marketplace', 29 May 2015) Beepi had originally indicated plans for a US$300mn capital
raising that would have valued the company at ~ US$2bn. Beepi does not publish detailed
financial statements, but reportedly indicated it generated ~ US$100mn annual revenue in
2014 and expected to do at least US$350mn annual revenue in 2015 based on growth in
established markets during 1Q15 and plans to open in new markets.
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Beepi's CEO stated that revenue grew 'more than 1000%' in 2015. In addition to marketing
and selling used vehicles, Beepi’s streams of revenue include loan partnerships with
financial companies, with additional products expected.
As much as it appears to be growing very quickly, Beepi is not without investor pushback.
Another WSJ article ('Investors Strike Back on Silicon Valley Valuations', 20 Oct 2015)
pointed out that Beepi has sold very few cars – state records in California (Beepi's first and
biggest market) showed it sold only an average of 153 cars for three months in late 2015.
By contrast, the largest used car seller in California, Carmax, sold an average of 8,500
cars during that period. Though Beepi sells a tiny fraction as many cars, it had sought a
valuation one-sixth of Carmax’s US$11.5bn market value (at the time).

Carvana
What is it?
Carvana was founded in 2013 and operates as an online-only used car dealer that allows
customers to shop, finance, and trade in cars through its website.
Carvana has a vertically integrated business model for buying, reconditioning, and
financing automotive sales to its customers. It is different to the Beepi model (which is a
pure marketplace of buyers and sellers) in that it purchases pre-owned automobiles direct
from consumers, fleets and auctions, and readies them for sale to consumers.
Proposition for customers looking to buy a vehicle
The buying process starts and finishes online, and can be completed in 30 minutes
(Carvana markets the record as 11 minutes). When browsing, customers can take
vehicles for a 'virtual' tour, with 360-degree photo technology (in addition to standard
photos), a detailed description of all features including a vehicle history report and an
'imperfections' list (with imperfections also highlighted on the photos).
Average savings for buyers are reportedly over US$1500 versus the Kelly Blue Book
(KBB) value. The purchase is completed online, including electronic signature of contract
documents. Carvana also offers finance options through partner finance organizations.
To receive a vehicle, a buyer has several options (depending on their location) including
visiting Carvana’s “car vending machine” (for free in Atlanta or Nashville, part-subsidized
from elsewhere), free home delivery (within 100 miles in certain areas around Atlanta,
Nashville, Charlotte, Birmingham or Dallas), $199 delivery (100-200 miles of the same
locations) or third-party delivery is an option (bespoke pricing).
Carvana offers a 100 day/4,189 mile “Worry Free Guarantee,” and a seven-day "No
Questions Asked Money Back" Guarantee, during which time the vehicle may be returned
for a full refund.
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Figure 33: Carvana vending machine

Source: fortune.com (' This Startup's Answer to Avoiding Dealers: A Car Vending Machine', 12 Nov 2015)

Proposition for customers looking to sell a vehicle
For sellers, Carvana focuses on providing a quick offer online with a seller not needing to
go to a dealership and offering an outright sale or a trade-in against purchasing a Carvana
vehicle. The underlying principle is to offer the customer full transparency with easy-to-use
tools.
In February 2016, Carvana launched the 'Cardian Angel', which uses information about a
consumer’s vehicle (VIN, make, model, history, condition, features) and leverages
proprietary algorithms to generate a unique trade-in value. The process makes use of
resources like wholesale and retail value databases, Experian Auto Check and other third
parties.
Cardian Angel generates an exact trade-in value (provided in under two minutes); along
with a personalized video with dynamically rendered data that explains how the vehicle
valuation was arrived at. Consumers can sell or trade-in the vehicle, with pick up or dropoff options available.
Financial performance and valuation
Carvana raised US$50mn in initial funding (backed by DriveTime, an Arizona-based
dealer focusing on customers with credit issues).
Carvana reached US$45mn in gross revenues during its first full year (2014) and
reportedly generated ~US$140mn revenue in 2015 (Source: autonews.com, 'Another
batch of Silicon Valley startups takes on car retailing'.
Carvana reportedly raised a further US$300mn in funding in late 2015 (fortune.com, 'This
Startup's Answer to Avoiding Dealers: A Car Vending Machine', 12 Nov 2015

vroom.com
What is it?
Based in New York, Vroom was launched in August 2013 as Auto America and
rebranded/relaunched in October 2014 as Vroom.
Vroom is an online used car business, allowing full a full transaction (purchase or sale)
over the web.
Proposition for customers looking to sell a vehicle
Customers provide vehicle information including pictures, VIN, mileage, and aftermarket
additions. After sending details, Vroom emails an offer that will be good for seven days.
Should a customer elect to make the sale, Vroom will pay with a direct cash deposit cash
and handle aspects like titles and other required documentation. The customer can
arrange a time and location for Vroom to send a driver to pick up the vehicle.
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For sellers looking for a trade-in, Vroom has an option that allows a customer to take a
Vroom 'voucher' to a local car dealership, which if they chose to honour it, Vroom will then
purchase the vehicle directly through them (potentially generating a tax benefit for the
seller).
Proposition for customers looking to buy a vehicle
Buyers can browse Vroom's used car inventory and ultimately complete a purchase
online. Cars come with ad 'No Worries' 90-Day Warranty and one year free 24/7 roadside
assistance. Vroom offers an extended 'test-drive' period of 7 days/250 miles, during which
time the vehicle can be returned.
After Vroom purchases a vehicle, it goes through a 126-point inspection process. Vroom
also says it will not resell cars that have accidents reported to CarFax or AutoCheck. It
also offers finance.
Financial performance and valuation
Vroom raised US$54mn in mid-2015, followed by a further US$95mn in late 2015, after
which it purchased Texas-based Direct Auto (also an online car retailer - the largest on
eBay Motors). The combined company (which will continue to operate separate brands) is
expected generate ~US$900mn revenue with 500 employees.

Other disruptive used car competitors
There are other emerging/'disruptive' used car businesses in the US in addition to those
mentioned above, such as Shift and Carlypso (which both have a more regional focus than
the more nationally focused operators such as CarMax, Carvana, Beepi, and Vroom).
These players have some variations in their business model, but broadly have similar aims
and customer features.
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Investment principal on bonds can be eroded depending on sale price or market price. In addition, there are bonds on which investment principal can
be eroded due to changes in redemption amounts. Care is required when investing in such instruments.

When you purchase non-listed Japanese fixed income securities (Japanese government bonds, Japanese municipal bonds, Japanese government guaranteed bonds, Japanese corporate bonds) from CS as a seller, you
will be requested to pay the purchase price only.
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